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SOCIOLOGY 1313
Questionnaire of cultural orientations
The people I interviewed are as follows: Ralph, age 33, is a
Mexican-American born and raised in the valley. He is one of my
classmates. Viola, the second person I interviewed, is a Mexican-
American born and raised out of the b!alley. She was my supervisor
a year ago. The third person interviewed was Victor. He is a
Mexican-American born in Mexico but raised in the valley. He is
from China, Nuevo Leon but raised The fourthin McAllen, TX.
person I interviewed was Lynn, an Anglo born and raised in the
valley.- The last person interviewed was Shirley, an Anglo born and~
r~ised out _~the_~alley.
As soon as I started interviewing my second interviewee, I
noticed a pattern right away. Even though I had suspected of this
pattern, the questionnaire proved me right. The better educated a
I person is the more income one generates. This pattern is
noticeable in both Anglos and Mexican-Americans.
Another similarity or pattern I found is that married peoplerin both Anglo and Mexican-American families would not leave theirI family behind in order to improve his or her position" They would
II V described to me how she and her family would migrate every year
II to Michigan They would all travel crowded in their truck. She
I mentioned t"hat people would look at them like if they were
l
rather stay together and struggle for a better tomorrow together.
outsiders because their clothes were not fashionable. But now, she
is proud to have a decent job as a clerk at a university. "It's a
comfortable job with air-conditioni1-nd with benefits that make
working here very pleasant."
Continuing with my questionnaires, another pattern quickly
emerged. I noticed that married people agree in that they would
sacrifice for tomorrow instead of "living for today". They
struggle so that their families won't have to struggle and suffer
the way they did. They want to make it easier for their children.
Ralph, a Mexican-American born and raised in the valley said that
he's coming to school while his wife works and takes care of their
two children. After having dropped out of the university, he
decided to take control of his life and come back to school and
finish his goal-to graduate from a university.
Yet another pattern I noticed was the fact that married people
do not rely on friends for convenience but rather for their
frienship. Young people, I noticed, were unsure of this question.
They were doubtful or skeptical on whether they are friends with
someone for convenience or for their friendship. They believe they
might be helpful in the future for possible job outlooks. V says
friendship is alright but if that friend can help them upgrade in
social class, the better.
Having interviewed three married people and two that were
single, I noticed a pattern among married people an that they
believe competition should be avoided among family and friends. V,
who is single, said that it was OK to compete with family and
friends. He said, "It is a way of making us work twice as hard in
order to beat our competitors. It is a friendly way of encouraging
us to improve ourselves and plan for abetter tomorrow. 11 I
strongly agree with his way of thinking and compete with him
whenever we compare our test grades from our classes. So far, we
are both tied; no one is winning.
In this last pattern, single and married people both agreed
without hesitation. They all agreed in that community standards
are considered more important than individual's rights. They
believe their community comes first.
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